Introduction
Recent advances in the identification of molecular components of centromeres have demonstrated a crucial role for chromatin proteins in determining both centromere identity and the stability of kinetochore-microtubule attachments. Although we are far from a complete understanding of the establishment and propagation of centromeres, this review seeks to highlight the contribution of histones, histone deposition factors, histone modifying enzymes, and heterochromatin proteins to the assembly of this sophisticated, highly specialized chromatin structure. First, an overview of DNA sequence elements at centromeric regions will be presented. We will then discuss the contribution of chromatin to kinetochore function in budding yeast, and pericentric heterochromatin domains in other eukaryotic systems. We will conclude with discussion of specialized nucleosomes that direct kinetochore assembly and propagation of centromere-defining chromatin domains.
Centromere structure among eukaryotes is divergent
During cell division, mitotic spindles attach to chromosomes and act to partition sister chromatids to daughter cells. Centromeres are defined as the discrete loci that direct spindle attachment to chromosomes through the action of the kinetochore, a microtubule-binding, chromatin-associated protein complex (Van Hooser and Heald 2001) . DNA sequence analysis of centromeric regions has revealed that although the primary DNA sequence and structure may be conserved among centromeres within an organism, there is certainly no one centromere-defining sequence common to all eukaryotes.
Centromere sequence elements in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
The centromeres of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae are the simplest among eukaryotic model organisms (Figure 1) . A DNA sequence of approximately 125 bp from centromeric regions is sufficient to confer mitotic stability to recombinant plasmids (Fitzgerald-Hayes et al. 1982; Hieter et al. 1985; Clarke and Carbon 1980) .
Comparison of centromere DNA sequences among the sixteen chromosomes in budding yeast has revealed three common elements, CDEI, CDEII, and CDEIII (Panzieri et al. 1985; Cumberledge and Carbon 1987; Gaudet and Fitzgerald-Hayes 1987) . The 8 bp CDEI element is not essential for centromere activity, but deletion of CDEI does cause a 10-to 30-fold increase in mitotic chromosome loss. The CDEII element is 78-86 bp long and has ~90% AT content. Deletion of the entire CDEII region abolishes centromere function; however, small deletions or insertions have only minor effects on chromosome segregation. The CDEIII element is a 26 bp imperfect palindrome with seven positions at the core invariant among all sixteen chromosomes. Single point mutations of the invariant nucleotides of CDEIII destroy centromere activity (McGrew et al. 1986 ).
Centromeric repeats in Schizosaccharomyces pombe
In contrast to the simple S. cerevisiae centromere DNA, centromeres in the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe are much more extended in length and bear a higher degree of resemblance to centromeres in higher eukaryotes (Figure 2 ). Centromere size among the three S. pombe chromosomes ranges from 35-110 kb, and is inversely correlated to total chromosome length (Chikashige et al. 1989; Murakami et al. 1991; Clarke and Baum 1990; Wood 2002) . Despite the differences in size, all three centromeres share both overall organization and conserved sequence elements. The core regions -cnt1, cnt2, and cnt3 -are 48% identical over a 1.4 kb region and are flanked by two large imperfect, inverted repeat sequences termed imrL and imrR. These inner repeats are flanked by variable numbers of outer repeat sequences. These outer repeats, otrL and otrR, consist of dg and dh repeats separated by another small repeat sequence. While the dh repeats share 48% identity over a 1.8 kb region, dg repeats are 97% identical over a 1.8 kb region and thus represent the largest conserved element common to all S. pombe centromeres. Although the S. pombe centromere regions are devoid of protein coding genes, a number of tRNA genes are present in single or tandem clusters in the inner and outer repeats, and have been proposed to mark boundaries between protein domains (Takahashi et al. 1991; Partridge et al. 2000) . None of the sequence elements present in fission yeast centromeres bear any resemblance to those of budding yeast.
When naked DNA templates containing partial centromere sequences are introduced into S. pombe, two distinct phenotypes are observed (Steiner and Clarke, 1994; Ngan and Clarke 1997) . Plasmids containing the both the core region and the dg element are competent to acquire centromere activation rapidly after transformation (Hahnenberger et al. 1991; Baum et al. 1994; Ngan and Clarke 1997) . Plasmids containing the core region alone can acquire mitotic stability, albeit in a manner that requires selection over several generations, suggesting that establishment of centromere function is stimulated by the dg elements. Thus, there are primary DNA sequence requirements for centromere formation in S. pombe.
Centromeric repeats in higher eukaryotes
Centromeres of higher eukaryotes have been exceedingly challenging to analyze structurally, because they are comprised of simple sequence repeats. Natural human centromeres lie within arrays of 171 bp α-satellite DNA that extend from 1-4 Mb (Choo 2001) . Although α-satellite DNA is a major component of human centromeres, other satellite and repeat elements are also present. Indeed, repetitive DNA appears to be the one element common to the natural centromeres of higher eukaryotes. These repeats can range in size from 12 bp repeats in Drosophila to 340 bp repeats found in porcine centromeres (Abad and Villasante 2000; Miller et al. 1993) .
Is α-satellite DNA sufficient for centromere formation? Studies of abnormal human chromosomes suggest that alphoid DNA is not required at all once a locus has acquired centromere activity. Occasionally, centromeres form at ectopic sites on the chromosome by an unknown mechanism. These novel, centromere-forming sites are called neocentromeres, and have been observed at loci devoid of alphoid DNA (du Sart et al. 1997 ). Thus, α-satellite DNA is not required for maintenance of centromere function after establishment. Furthermore, not all α-satellite DNA directs formation of centromeres. In individuals with a Robertsonian translocation, end to end fusion of two distinct chromosomes results in a large, mitotically stable pseudodicentric chromosome. Despite the presence of two α-satellite-rich loci that formed centromeres in the parent chromosomes, only one locus is associated with the cytological marks of an active centromere (Warburton et al. 1997) .
In contrast, the requirements for establishing centromere function on naked DNA appear to differ from those for inheritance of a functional centromere. For example, investigations addressing the structural requirements for de novo centromere formation on naked DNA templates found that reintroduction of cloned α-satellite arrays into human cells resulted in the formation of 1-10 Mb minichromosomes with bona fide centromeres (Harrington et al. 1997; Ikeno et al. 1998; Schueler et al. 2001) . When a non-alphoid DNA template is reintroduced into cells, it is not competent for centromere activation, even if the DNA is derived from a known neocentromere locus (Saffery et al. 2001) . These data suggest there may be some requirement for alphoid DNA sequence in centromere formation. How non-alphoid neocentromeric loci acquire centromere identity or whether this process involves alphoid DNA supplying a function in trans is not known.
Because of the disparities in correlating centromeric sequence with function in higher eukaryotes, centromere inheritance has been proposed to be mediated by a chromatin-based epigenetic mechanism (Karpen and Allshire 1997) . Important questions remain regarding the mechanism of how α-satellite establishes centromere function on naked DNA. Because it is clear that chromatin proteins are integral to centromere structure and function, the following discussion addresses the roles of such proteins in various experimental systems.
Chromatin deposition and centromere function in budding yeast

Overview of chromatin subdomains at centromeric loci in budding yeast
The simple primary sequence of centromeres in budding yeast belies their complex protein composition (Figure 3 ). The 125 bp conserved core sequence is contained within a 250 bp nuclease-resistant region (Bloom and Carbon 1982) . Genetic and biochemical experiments designed to isolate protein components of budding yeast kinetochores have identified a number of proteins required for the integrity of the core structure reviewed in (Cheeseman et al. 2002) . A subset of these proteins bind specifically to the CDE elements present in centromeric DNA. For example, CDEI recruits the Cbf1 protein to mark the left boundary of the protected core domain (Saunders et al. 1988; Bram and Kornberg 1987; Baker et al. 1989; Cai and Davis 1989; Jiang and Philippsen 1989) . Chromatin digestion of cbf1∆ cells results in a slightly reduced area of nuclease protection of the core centromere, and both CDEI∆ and cbf1 ∆ cells display only minor defects in chromosome segregation (Cai and Davis 1990) .
Therefore, it is thought that these components make a nonessential contribution to the overall integrity of the kinetochore structure. More notably, the 4-subunit CBF3 complex (Ndc10, Cep3, Ctf13, Skp1) binds the CDEIII sequence (Lechner and Carbon 1991; Connelly and Hieter 1996) . Mutations in CDEIII which disrupt CBF3-binding in vitro also cause a profound disruption of the nuclease-resistant core and a high frequency of chromosome missegregation in vivo (Saunders et al. 1988) . All genes encoding subunits of the CBF3 complex are essential for viability. Therefore, the recruitment of CBF3 to the CDEIII element is absolutely required for accurate chromosome segregation. The CDEII spacer element is occupied by a specialized nucleosome containing Cse4, an isoform of histone H3 (Section 5; Stoler et al. 1995; Keith and Fitzgerald-Hayes 2000) .
High resolution chromatin immunoprecipitation analysis has determined that Cbf1, Ndc10, and Cse4 are all restricted to the core centromeric domain (Meluh and Koshland 1997; Meluh et al. 1998 ).
Flanking both sides of the core region are highly phased nucleosome arrays that can extend for 2 or more kilobases along the chromosome arms (Bloom and Carbon 1982) . The integrity of these pericentric nucleosomal arrays is dependent on core histones: the appearance of novel nuclease digestion sites within the array is observed in cells bearing point mutations in histone H2A, as well as for cells depleted for histones H2B or H4 (Pinto and Winston 2000; Saunders et al. 1990 ). In both cases, cells with altered histones are largely incapable of segregating chromosomes, thus correlating the integrity of the pericentric nucleosomal arrays with proper mitotic chromosome transmission.
Some evidence suggests that the core centromere and pericentric nucleosomal arrays are structurally interdependent. Depletion of histones H2B or H4 causes an increase in the accessibility of the core centromeric region, suggesting that the pericentric array might function to stabilize protein-protein contacts within the core kinetochore complex (Saunders et al. 1990 ). Conversely, recruitment of CBF3 to CDEIII appears to be critical for building the pericentric chromatin, because point mutations within CDEIII result in greatly increased nuclease sensitivity of not just the core, but also the flanking regions (Saunders et al. 1988 ).
The elegant little centromeres of budding yeast are sometimes dismissed as a poor model for understanding centromere structure in higher eukaryotic organisms. Because budding yeast centromeres replicate early in S phase (Raghuraman et al. 2001) , lack cytologically dense chromatin staining, and lack an HP1 homolog (Section 4.1), budding yeast centromeric regions are not likened to the centric heterochromatin found in higher eukaryotes. However, as discussed in the next section, recent links between chromatin deposition proteins and centromere function in budding yeast are likely to provide insights into conserved molecular components of chromatin-mediated centromere inheritance.
Building nucleosomal arrays: a role for chromatin assembly factors at silent and centromeric chromatin
Nucleosome assembly proteins in budding yeast
The de novo formation of nucleosomes is coupled temporally to the passage of replication forks: a core tetramer of histones H3 and H4 is deposited first, followed by the incorporation of two dimers of histones H2A and H2B to form the nucleosome particle (Camerini-Otero et al. 1976; Worcel et al. 1978 ). This process is mediated by histone chaperones that prevent the formation of disordered histone-DNA complexes (Ruiz-Carrillo et al. 1979; Ellison and Pulleyblank 1983) . A DNA replication-coupled chromatin assembly activity was first identified in HeLa cell nuclear extracts (Stillman 1986 ). Purification of this activity identified a three-subunit complex, named chromatin assembly factor-I (CAF-I) (Smith and Stillman 1989) . The replication-dependent nucleosome assembly activity of CAF-I in vitro resembles the two-step mechanism observed in vivo (Smith and Stillman 1991) ; CAF-I performs the first step of nucleosome formation, deposition of histones H3 and H4. Subsequent addition of histones H2A and H2B completes nucleosome formation.
Genes encoding the three subunits of CAF-I are conserved throughout the eukaryotes (Kaufman et al. 1995; Kaufman et al. 1997; Tyler et al. 1996; Tyler et al. 2001; Kaya et al. 2001; Quivy et al. 2001) . Consistent with its activity in vitro, CAF-I subunits colocalize with replication foci during S-phase in human cells (Krude 1995) .
The recruitment of CAF-I to replication forks occurs via an interaction with PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen), the processivity factor for eukaryotic DNA polymerases (Shibahara and Stillman 1999) . Taken together, these results evoke a simple model for replication-coupled nucleosome assembly: PCNA recruits CAF-I to sites of DNA synthesis, CAF-I then mediates nucleosome assembly on nascent DNA strands.
However, genetic studies in budding yeast indicate that cells require the action of multiple chromatin assembly factors. The three subunits of CAF-I are encoded by the CAC1, CAC2, and CAC3 genes (Kaufman et al. 1997 ). Yeast cells with deletions of single or multiple CAC genes display viability and growth phenotypes that are indistinguishable from those of wild-type cells under normal growth conditions (Kaufman et al. 1997; Enomoto et al. 1997; Kaufman et al. 1998; Sharp et al. 2002) .
Furthermore, digestion of bulk chromatin in yeast cac mutants with micrococcal nuclease results in nucleosomal ladders that are nearly identical to those of wild-type cells (Sharp et al. 2002) . These findings are inconsistent with the hypothesis that CAF-I acts alone to assemble chromatin across the genome.
The search for additional nucleosome assembly factors has identified two principal candidates that are themselves functionally related. The first set, the Hir (histone regulatory) proteins, were originally identified as factors critical for the transcriptional repression of histone genes (Osley and Lycan 1987; Xu et al. 1992 ).
Homology searches indicated that Hir1 is significantly similar to the Cac2 subunit of CAF-I, suggesting conserved gene function (Kaufman et al. 1998) . CAC2 and HIR1
orthologs are present in all eukaryotes, and together define a distinct subfamily of WDrepeat containing proteins. Further data linking CAC and HIR gene function came from a synthetic viability screen: mutations in the four known HIR genes (HIR1, HIR2, HIR3, and HPC2) all cause synthetic growth defects in cac1∆ cells (Kaufman et al. 1998; Qian et al. 1998; Sharp et al. 2001) . These growth defects hold true for any cac hir double mutant gene combination, suggesting that Hir proteins function together as a complex.
A second protein related to CAF-I function is Asf1. Asf1 was originally described as a factor that abolished heterochromatic gene silencing in budding yeast when overexpressed (Le et al. 1997; Singer et al. 1998 ). Drosophila Asf1 protein was then isolated as a component of the RCAF complex that stimulated the histone deposition activity of CAF-I (Tyler et al. 1999) . Like CAF-I, Asf1 binds to histones H3 and H4 and possesses histone deposition activity (Tyler et al. 1999; Sharp et al. 2001 (Tyler et al. 1999; Sharp et al. 2001) . Epistasis analysis has demonstrated that Asf1 and Hir proteins function in the same genetic pathway for heterochromatin function (see below), and physical interactions between Asf1 and three of the Hir proteins suggest they function together in the context of a larger complex to contribute to nucleosome formation (Sharp et al. 2001; Sutton et al. 2001; Gavin et al. 2002) .
CAF-I, Hir proteins, and Asf1 may act to assemble chromatin in a locus-specific manner in budding yeast. CAF-I contributes to position-dependent transcriptional silencing at all the known heterochromatic loci in budding yeast -telomeres, the cryptic HMR and HML mating-type cassettes, and rDNA (Kaufman et al. 1997; Enomoto et al. 1997 ) (Monson et al. 1997; Enomoto and Berman 1998; Smith et al. 1999) . A synergistic loss of gene silencing at heterochromatic loci is observed in both cac hir and cac asf1 double mutants (Tyler et al. 1999; Kaufman et al. 1998; Qian et al. 1998 ). Therefore, CAF-I and Hir/Asf1 proteins are thought to comprise two pathways for heterochromatin formation (Sharp et al. 2001; Sutton et al. 2001 ). In addition to performing histone deposition, chromatin assembly factors may recruit other complexes that have locusspecific silencing functions, a hypothesis supported by the physical interactions of Cac1
and Asf1 with the putative acetyltransferase Sas2 (Meijsing and Ehrenhofer-Murray 2001; Osada et al. 2001) .
Although the silencing functions of chromatin assembly factors are linked to replication proteins, these roles may not be restricted to S phase. The ability of CAF-I, Hir proteins, and Asf1 to contribute to telomeric silencing requires the POL30-encoded PCNA, encoded by the POL30 gene in S. cerevisiae (Zhang et al. 2000; Sharp et al. 2001) . Because the association of Cac1 with chromatin requires wild-type POL30 gene function, PCNA is thought to provide a recruitment activity in targeting the CAF-I complex (Zhang et al. 2000) . However, CAF-I can function outside S phase to maintain silencing at HML, suggesting the requirement for PCNA could be independent of its role in DNA replication during S phase (Enomoto and Berman 1998) .
Nucleosome assembly proteins at centromeric chromatin
The discovery that CAF-I and Hir proteins contribute to the integrity of centromeric chromatin in S. cerevisiae came from experiments characterizing the slowgrowth phenotype of cac hir cells (Sharp et al. 2002) . This slow-growth phenotype results from a delay in traversing the metaphase-to-anaphase transition during mitosis.
The mitotic delay in cac hir cells is mediated in part by the spindle assembly checkpoint.
Increased rates of minichromosome missegregation and the presence of cytologically visible lagging chromosomes suggested that cac hir cells possessed a structural defect at centromeres that weakened the stability of microtubule-kinetochore attachments.
Consistent with this hypothesis, the nucleosomal array flanking the core centromere is dramatically perturbed in cac hir cells; significant increases in nuclease accessibility to the core region are also detected specifically in the double-mutant cells. Thus, CAF-I and whether the centromeric nucleosomal arrays exert a silencing effect on neighboring genes. More importantly, it will be crucial to test whether the role for chromatin assembly factors at centromeric loci is conserved in higher organisms.
Are nucleosome remodeling factors acting at the arrays?
The RSC nucleosome remodeling factor is a large multisubunit protein complex that is broadly conserved and is both biochemically and structurally related to the SWI/SNF nucleosome remodeling complex (Cairns et al. 1996) . Both RSC and SWI/SNF complexes display a nucleosome-stimulated ATPase activity. In the presence of ATP, both complexes can disrupt nucleosome positioning on mono-or polynucleosomal substrates. RSC also catalyzes the transfer of a histone octamer to naked DNA in trans (Lorch et al. 1999) . Such activities are proposed to "open" chromatin and therefore facilitate transcription of target promoters in vivo. Disruption of genes encoding RSC or SWI/SNF subunits indicates that these complexes have distinct biological functions --SWI/SNF subunits are dispensable for viability in budding yeast, but RSC subunits are not (Cairns et al. 1996) . While the essential function of RSC is not known, it is reasonable to hypothesize that RSC activity could be required for either the transcription of an essential gene, or the remodeling of a chromatin domain required for viability. Analysis of conditional mutants in RSC subunits reveal a function for RSC during mitosis (Cao et al. 1997; Tsuchiya et al. 1998; Angus-Hill et al. 2001) . Budding yeast cells carrying temperature sensitive alleles of NPS1/STH1 arrest in G2/M in a manner that depends on the spindle checkpoint; removal of spindle checkpoint gene function in these cells causes a drastic reduction of cell viability (Tsuchiya et al. 1998) . Therefore, cells lacking RSC activity possess a defect that is linked to centromere function.
Nuclease accessibility studies performed on chromatin from cells lacking RSC function resulted in increased accessibility of the both core region and the flanking nucleosomal array (Tsuchiya et al. 1998 ). The subnuclear distribution of RSC that is associated with chromatin is currently not known in budding yeast. However, immunolocalization of a human RSC protein on mitotic chromosomes showed a highly localized kinetochore staining pattern (Xue et al. 2000) . Together, these data suggest a centromere-linked remodeling function of RSC may be conserved.
Transcriptional silencing of centric heterochromatin domains in S. pombe and Drosophila
Conserved heterochromatin proteins at centromeres in higher eukaryotes
Transcriptional repression of genes placed within pericentric heterochromatin has been described in Drosophila and S. pombe (Spofford 1967; Allshire et al. 1994 ).
An alignment of Su(var)3-9 with the Polycomb-group protein E(Z) and trithoraxgroup protein TRX revealed a shared motif dubbed the SET domain (Tschiersch et al. 1994 ). Subsequent homology searches revealed that the SET domain was present in all eukaryotes, and also that six related plant sequences recovered had been assigned methyltransferase activity (Rea et al. 2000 ). When histones were tested as potential substrates, purified Su(var)3-9 family members catalyzed the transfer of a methyl group specifically on Lys 9 of histone H3 (Rea et al. 2000; Nakayama et al. 2001 ). Further, the activity of Su(var)3-9 is required in vivo, because cells lacking Su(var)3-9 gene function display little or no H3 Lys 9 methylation in Drosophila and S. pombe (Schotta et al. 2002; Nakayama et al. 2001 ). Common to both HP1 and Su(var)3-9 family members is a conserved stretch of ~50 amino acids termed the chromodomain. Originally identified as a region of similarity between HP1 and Polycomb (Paro and Hogness 1991) , chromodomains are present in a number of proteins, all of which are involved in some aspect of chromosome metabolism (Eissenberg 2001) . The chromodomains of HP1 and Su(var)3-9 are essential for centromeric silencing and fidelity of chromosome segregation (Platero et al. 1995; Ivanova et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2000; Nakayama et al. 2001 ).
Marking pericentric nucleosomes: histone H3 lysine 9 methylation and the propagation of centromeric heterochromatin
Peptide binding studies were used to define the specificity of interaction between chromodomain of HP1 and the N-terminal tail of histone H3 (Bannister et al. 2001; Nakayama et al. 2001; Jacobs et al. 2001 ). The HP1 chromodomain specifically binds histone H3 peptides methylated at Lys 9, but not methylated at Lys 4. Further, the interaction is specific to the chromodomain of HP1, because other chromodomain containing proteins did not bind histone H3 peptides methylated at Lys 9. This suggests a mechanism for recruiting HP1 specifically to sites of heterochromatin. Indeed, histone H3 Lys 9 methylation is greatly enriched at all S. pombe heterochromatic regions tested, including the mat locus and the imr and otr repeats of cen1 (Nakayama et al. 2001; Noma et al. 2001) . Epistasis experiments have determined that histone H3 Lys 9 methylation occurs prior to HP1 recruitment: mutations in clr4 which abolish H3 Lys 9 methylation in vivo fail to target Swi6 to heterochromatin, and yet H3 Lys 9 methylation is unperturbed in swi6 null cells (Ekwall et al. 1996; Noma et al. 2001; Nakayama et al. 2001; Bannister et al. 2001) . Together, these data suggest a "histone code" resides within the various combinations of covalent histone modifications to specify locusspecific activity within the context of chromatin Jenuwein and Allis 2001) . Based on these studies, a model for mitotically stable, self-propagating heterochromatin has been proposed. After DNA replication, nucleosomes are distributed randomly to sister chromatids (Jackson 1988; Jackson 1990 ). Heterochromatic loci would retain the histone H3 Lys 9 methylation on the inherited parental nucleosomes, and therefore be "marked" for the reassembly of heterochromatin. Su(var)3-9 would then be recruited to these sites to catalyze the methylation reaction on newly incorporated nucleosomes. The resulting array of nucleosomes bearing histone H3 Lys 9 methylation would provide a strong binding site for the recruitment of HP1 onto chromatin.
Subsequent oligomerization of HP1 along the "marked" domain and recruitment of other proteins would form functional heterochromatin.
However, despite the attractiveness of this model, several questions remain. For example, it is not clear how Su(var)3-9 itself is recruited to heterochromatin. A simple solution might have involved the targeting of Su(var)3-9 via methylated H3 Lys 9.
However, although Su(var)3-9 does possess a chromodomain, Su(var)3-9 protein fails to interact with a H3 N-terminal tail peptide methylated on Lys 9 in vitro (Bannister et al. 2001 ). Furthermore, Su(var)3-9 retains full activity in the presence of an H3 tail peptide that is either unmodified or methylated on Lys 4 (Rea et al. 2000; Nakayama et al. 2001 ).
Together these data suggest that Su(var)3-9 loses affinity for the H3 N-terminus after Lys 9 methylation.
In contrast, histone modifying enzymes that act upstream of Su(var)3-9 recruitment to centric heterochromatin act to modulate the activity of Su(var)3-9. A mutation in a histone deacetylase was observed to decrease H3 Lys 9 methylation at centric heterochromatin in chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments, indicating that acetyl groups on histone tails inhibit Su(var)3-9 activity (Nakayama et al. 2001 ).
Consistent with these data, the treatment of cells with drugs that inhibit histone deacetylases has long been known to inhibit centromeric silencing in S. pombe and Drosophila (Ekwall et al. 1997; Reuter et al. 1982) . Further, evidence for a biochemical interaction between Drosophila Su(var)3-9 and HDAC1 indicates that histone deacetylases could act in a direct manner to recruit Su(var)3-9 (Czermin et al. 2001 ).
Other proteins acting at heterochromatin could act similarly to recruit Su(var)3-9. For example, a role for HP1 in recruiting Su(var)3-9 has been proposed, because HP1
interacts with Su(var)3-9 biochemically (Aagaard et al. 1999) . Taken together, these data suggest a reaction cycle that is an extension of the model described above (Nakayama et al. 2001; Bannister et al. 2001 ). Histone deacetylases acting at newly incorporated nucleosomes embedded within "marked"
heterochromatin would facilitate the recruitment of Su(var)3-9 to the H3 tail. After catalyzing the H3 Lys 9 methylation reaction, Su(var)3-9 would then rapidly dissociate from chromatin, exposing a high-affinity binding site for free HP1 molecules.
Chromatin-associated HP1 would then recruit free Su(var)3-9 to modify neighboring nucleosomes, enabling the H3 Lys 9 methylation reaction to spread along chromatin.
The structural requirements that determine the spreading of HP1 along chromatin
have not yet been fully elucidated. In an elegant study of the distribution of Swi6 at the mat locus (Noma et al. 2001) , it was discovered that two boundary elements effectively block the spreading of Swi6 and H3 Lys 9 methylation into adjacent regions containing H3 methylated at Lys 4, a signature of transcriptionally active chromatin (Strahl et al. 1999; Noma et al. 2001 ). Whether such boundary elements exist in pericentric heterochromatin remains to be determined, as does the identification of factors that act together with H3 Lys4 methylation to block HP1 spreading. Further, only limited information is available regarding the protein domains within the HP1 molecule that serve to facilitate spreading in vivo. The chromoshadow domain mediates dimerization of HP1 in solution (Smothers and Henikoff 2000; Brasher et al. 2000) , making it tempting to speculate that this domain will be important for the oligomeric state of chromatin-bound HP1. Finally, it will be important to determine whether other factors downstream of HP1 recruitment and H3 Lys 9 methylation are required for the formation of functional heterochromatin.
Factors downstream of HP1 heterochromatin association
Recruitment of cohesin to centromeres: a requirement for specialized chromatin
A complex of cohesin proteins provides the molecular "glue" to hold sister chromatids together after replication (Guacci et al. 1997; Michaelis et al. 1997; Jallepalli et al. 2001; for review, see Cohen-Fix 2001) . At the time of mitosis, cohesin proteins are concentrated at centromeres and at discrete sites along chromosome arms in budding yeast (Blat and Kleckner 1999; Megee et al. 1999; Tanaka et al. 1999 ) and human cells (Waizenegger et al. 2000; Hauf et al. 2001; Sonoda et al. 2001) . Cohesin proteins are thought to assist formation of stable microtubule-kinetochore attachments by properly orienting kinetochores toward the spindle poles.
Two recent studies report the requirement for heterochromatin to recruit cohesin to centromeric regions in S. pombe. Mutations in swi6 abolish the association of cohesin subunits with centromeric regions but not arm sites (Bernard et al. 2001; Nonaka et al. 2002) . Physical interactions between Swi6 protein and the Psc3 cohesin subunit suggest that Swi6 functions directly to recruit cohesin (Nonaka et al. 2002) .
There is an epigenetic component to cohesin recruitment to centromeres in budding yeast (Tanaka et al. 1999) , although in this organism there is no clear link between heterochromatin proteins and cohesin recruitment. Core components of the kinetochore (Ndc10, Mif2, Cse4) are required to recruit cohesin to an ectoptically placed centromere. However, only subtle changes in cohesin recruitment are observed at a natural CEN locus upon inactivation of essential kinetochore proteins. These results suggest that natural, established centromeres, but not neocentromeres, bear a "mark" that is sufficient to maintain localization of the cohesin complex when core centromere function is lacking. However, this mark appears to be linked to the core region itself, because excision of the natural CEN core sequence is sufficient to abolish cohesin association (Megee et al. 1999) . It is not known whether cohesin association with centromeres is required for the silencing function of heterochromatin. Some evidence of a silencing role for cohesins has been reported in budding yeast: alleles of the SMC1 and SMC3 cohesin components disrupted the silencing activity of a boundary element at HMR (Donze et al. 1999) , and at least one cohesin subunit, Mcd1, is associated with this boundary element (Laloraya et al. 2000) . However, in S. pombe, alleles of cohesin subunits have not been tested for centromeric silencing defects, nor is it known whether the silencing and cohesin recruiting functions of Swi6 are genetically separable.
HP1 and the large subunit of CAF-I
The p150 subunit of mammalian CAF-I interacts with HP1 in a manner that requires a conserved pentapeptide HP1-binding motif (Murzina et al. 1999) . In vitro, this motif is dispensable for the activity of CAF-I (Kaufman et al. 1995) , and HP1 does not inhibit CAF-I activity in vitro (Murzina et al. 1999 ). However, this motif is important for the localization of p150 to HP1-containing heterochromatin during G2 in mouse cells.
This suggests that CAF-I can be targeted to HP1-containing regions in a manner that is independent of ongoing DNA replication, and that CAF-I could act to replenish nucleosomes within heterochromatin in mammals. This activity for CAF-I has been suggested previously for CAF-I in budding yeast (Sharp et al., 2002 ) Exploring HP1-CAF-I association in a more genetically tractable organism, such as S. pombe, may help to define how this interaction may impact heterochromatin assembly or function.
Assembly of the kinetochore: the formation of nucleosomes containing an H3 isoform at centromeric chromatin
Centromeric chromatin in all eukaryotes is uniquely marked by the presence of a histone H3 isoform. The founding member of this protein family, CENP-A, was discovered in humans as a major autoantigen of sera isolated from patients diagnosed with CREST syndrome (Earnshaw and Rothfield 1985; Valdivia and Brinkley 1985) .
CENP-A homologs have since been shown to be universal in eukaryotes, with homologs identified in mouse, Drosophila (Cid), S. pombe (Cnp1), C. elegans (HCP-3), and S.
cerevisiae (Cse4) (Kalitsis et al. 1998; Henikoff et al. 2000; Takahashi et al. 2000; Buchwitz et al. 1999; Stoler et al. 1995) . CENP-A is essential for high-fidelity chromosome segregation, because removing CENP-A by targeted gene disruption, antibody microinjection, or RNA-mediated interference confers a lethal phenotype in every organism tested to date. Comparison of amino acid sequences among CENP-A family members and histone H3 has shown the highest degree of conservation occurs at the predominantly α-helical C-terminal histone fold domain, which defines the core region in the nucleosome structure (Luger et al. 1997) . In contrast, the N-terminal tails are highly divergent among organisms. Mutagenesis of CENP-A reveals several sites in the histone fold domain are required for centromere-specific targeting in human cells (Shelby et al. 1997 ) and viability in budding yeast (Keith et al. 1999) . The N-terminal tail domain is instead thought to mediate the recruitment and stable association of other kinetochore proteins .
CENP-A localizes to the inner plate of complex mammalian kinetochores (Warburton et al. 1997) , and is intimately associated with α-satellite DNA, a major component of centromeric loci . Early studies demonstrated histone-like biochemical properties of CENP-A and cosedimentation of the CENP-A protein with mononucleosome particles (Palmer et al. 1987) . More recent work with purified components has established that CENP-A can indeed replace histone H3 in reconstituted nucleosomes (Yoda et al. 2000) . Together, these data indicate that the CENP-A protein forms a specialized nucleosome particle associated with centromeric chromatin domains.
Localization studies in a host of organisms have indicated deposition of CENP-A onto centromeric DNA is an early event in kinetochore assembly. The recruitment of the inner kinetochore component CENP-C requires CENP-A in mouse, C. elegans, and human cells (Kalitsis et al. 1998; Oegema et al. 2001; ; CENP-A is required to mediate the centromeric localization of the ROD motor protein, POLO kinase, spindle checkpoint protein BUB1, and cohesin subunit MEI-S332 in Drosophila (Blower and Karpen 2001) , and the Ctf19 kinetochore protein in S. cerevisiae (Measday et al. 2002) . However, when the converse localization dependency was tested in these studies, CENP-A showed proper centromere localization in every case. These experiments suggest that CENP-A is a primary determinant of kinetochore assembly.
However, CENP-A deposition is not sufficient to direct kinetochore assembly.
Altering expression levels or expression timing of CENP-A in human cells results in the association of CENP-A with non-centromeric regions (Shelby et al. 1997; . CENP-A can recruit at least a subset of other kinetochore proteins to these ectopic sites, and yet neocentromere activity is not observed. In S. cerevisiae, loss of CAF-I and Hir protein function in budding yeast causes the deposition of Cse4 to noncentromeric loci (Sharp et al. 2002) . Because these sites exclude the CBF3 component Ndc10, it is unlikely that these Cse4-containing sites form competent neocentromeres.
The kinetochore-forming activity of CENP-A therefore occurs in a more complex chromatin context in multiple organisms examined.
Very little is known about the putative factors that act in vivo to assemble CENP-A nucleosomes at newly replicated centromeric DNA. In budding yeast, the CBF3 component Ndc10 is required to maintain Cse4 association with the core centromere (Ortiz et al. 1999) . However, the apparent lack of conservation of the Ndc10 protein or other CBF3 subunits among other eukaryotes makes them poor candidates for a CENP-A assembly factor. Additionally, because CBF3 is crucial not only for structural integrity but also for the subnuclear localization and clustering of centromeric domains, it is possible that Ndc10 could be acting in a way that is one or more steps removed from the actual Cse4 deposition event. In S. pombe, Mis6 is required for the localization of Cnp1 to centromeres by the criterion of indirect immunofluorescence (Takahashi et al. 2000) .
However, this function of Mis6 is not conserved in budding yeast (Measday et al. 2002) , and no definitive candidates for Cse4 deposition factors have emerged. The assembly of CENP-A containing nucleosomes to nacent chromatin is uncoupled from replication. The timing of newly synthesized CENP-A protein is in G2, which is a period distinct from replication timing of centromeres (Shelby et al. 2000) .
Therefore, the putative deposition factor must act to incorporate new CENP-A nucleosomes at sites that may contain both old CENP-A nucleosomes and new H3-containing nucleosomes after replication. A role for the histone octamer transfer activity of the RSC nucleosome remodeling factor in catalyzing this reaction has been proposed (Sullivan 2001) . Whatever the assembly mechanism turns out to be, it will be exciting to watch this developing story.
Concluding remarks
Chromatin proteins act at many levels to contribute to centromere function. In budding yeast, pericentric chromatin domains are built with the assistance of chromatin deposition proteins; these domains appear to be part of a higher-order chromatin structure important for stable microtubule-kinetochore attachments. In S. pombe and other eukaryotes, protein recruitment to centromeric regions is modulated by histone modifying enzymes that mark centromeric chromatin domains for subsequent heterochromatin assembly. In turn, heterochromatic regions then serve to recruit other factors required for chromosome segregation. Finally, in all eukaryotes, assembly of the microtubulebunding kinetochore structure requires an isoform of histone H3. How different organisms coordinate chromatin elements to ensure high-fidelity chromosome segregation is a major question in biology today.
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